1. Introduction. In a recent paper Bliss [2] t has treated a boundary value problem which is definitely self-adjoint according to a weakened form of an earlier definition of definite self-adjointness which he gave in a paper [2] published in 1926. He has shown that a system which satisfies this modified definition has most of the properties proved in the former paper for a system satisfying the original and stronger definition of definite self-adjointness. The characteristic values for such a problem are all real and have indices equal to their multiplicities, and the expansion theorems established in the earlier paper are still valid. Such a system, however, will not in general have an infinity of characteristic values.
Bliss has shown that the canonical form of the so-called accessory boundary value problem for a normal non-singular problem of Bolza in the calculus of variations is definitely self-adjoint according to this new definition, while such a problem is in general not definitely self-adjoint according to the original definition. Hu [5] has proved that this problem has an infinity of characteristic values. Various authors (Morse [7] and [8] , Reid [9] , [10] , and [11] , Hu [5] , Holder [4] , Birkhoff and Hestenes [l], Wiggin [12] ) have treated the accessory problem under the assumptions that the problem is normal and satisfies the strengthened Clebsch condition. This latter condition implies non-singularity.
Under these hypotheses the characteristic values possess certain extremizing properties. Moreover, for such systems there have been established oscillation and comparison theorems which are generalizations of the classic results of the Sturmian theory for a single second order differential equation (see, for example, Ince [6] , chap. 10). It is to be remarked that for the problem treated by the author ( [9] and [10] ) it is not assumed that the coefficients of the terms involving the parameter are those of a definite quadratic form. To compensate for this weakened condition it it assumed that the quadratic functional of the associated minimum problem is definite. This latter hypothesis is no additional restriction for an accessory problem which is normal, satisfies the strengthened Clebsch condition, and for which the coefficients of the terms involving the parameter belong to a definite quadratic form. In the author's paper [9] there are also established expansion theorems in terms of the characteristic solutions of the problem.
It is the purpose of the present paper to consider a boundary problem which is definitely self-adjoint according to the new definition of Bliss, and which satisfies the additional condition that the matrix of coefficients of the terms involving the parameter has constant rank on the interval of definition. This latter condition is satisfied in the most important examples of definitely self-adjoint systems. It is here shown that such a system is equivalent to a boundary value problem associated with the second variation of a calculus of variations problem, and of the type previously treated by the author [9] . The character of the equivalence is new in the sense that the canonical form of the second problem is not the given definitely self-adjoint problem, but rather a system involving twice the number of dependent functions occurring in the original system. There is obtained a general condition which is both necessary and sufficient for the given system to have an infinity of characteristic values. There are also given two different sets of conditions which are merely sufficient for this conclusion. In particular, in §5 it is shown that an accessory boundary value problem which is normal and non-singular has an infinity of characteristic values. As stated above, this result was first proved by Hu. As already noted, oscillation, comparison, and expansion theorems are known for a system of the form to which the given definitely self-adjoint problem is here shown to be equivalent. From these theorems there are deduced in §6 certain corresponding results for the given boundary value problem.
The notation used for the definitely self-adjoint system here treated is the same as that used by Bliss in papers [2] and [3] . Frequent references are made to the results concerning differential systems in general, and the theorems for self-adjoint systems, obtained by Bliss in § §1 and 2 of paper [2] . It is to be noted that for the particular definitely self-adjoint problem herein treated the proof of the reality of characteristic values is independent of the proof of paper [3 ] of Bliss, since this result is here deduced from the corresponding theorem for the equivalent problem of the type previously treated by the author. 2 . Statement of problem. In the following pages the summation convention of tensor analysis will be used. The subscripts ¿, /, k will have the range 1, • ■ ■ , «. The matrices m;,(x)||, ||2?,,(x)|| will be supposed to have elements which are real-valued and continuous on a ¿ x ^ b, while the elements of the matrices ||Af,,||, 11iVi,-|| are real constants such that the matrix \\Mi¡; Na\\ has rank «. For brevity we will introduce the notations*
The boundary value problem to be considered in this paper may then be written as (2.2) j& If the system (2.2) is the canonical form of a so-called accessory boundary value problem associated with the second variation of a problem of the calculus of variations, the above hypothesis (H4) is equivalent to the assumption of normality of the accessory problem. The significance of this hypothesis for the general self-adjoint system of the form (2.2) has been pointed out by Bliss [3] . I yi(x)Sij(x)y*(x)dx = 0.
3. Relation of the boundary value problem to the calculus of variations. In this section there will be pointed out the relation of the above boundary value problem (2.2) with a problem of the form of an accessory boundary problem associated with the calculus of variations.
As a consequence of hypotheses (H2), (H3), and (H5) there exist m sets of functions Tvia(x), (a = \, ■ ■ ■ , m), such that Moreover, these functions ir,"(x) may be chosen as continuous on a^x^b, and orthonormal in the sense that
In view of (H3) it follows that the matrix
is non-singular on ab. The reciprocal of this matrix is seen to be of the form
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and Rij(x)u¡Uj>0 for every set (uí)^(0í) satisfying the relations 7r,a(x)M,=0, (a = l, ■ ■ ■ ,m). Finally, we shall suppose that there are exactly p linearly independent solutions yi = uiK(x), (k = \, • • • , p), of the system (2.2) for X = 0. Bliss has shown that under the hypotheses (Hi)-(H4) the index of a characteristic value is equal to its multiplicity as a root of the characteristic equation D(\) =0.
Hence not all values of X can be characteristic values of (2.2) under these hypotheses, and without loss of generality we might assume X = 0 is not a characteristic value. The method of proof as given by Bliss is similar to that used in his previous paper [2] to establish the same result under stronger hypotheses. However, for completeness and independence of the results of the present paper, use will not be made of this result. It is to be pointed out that Theorem 3.1 below includes the result that under hypotheses (Hi)-(H5) all values of X cannot be characteristic values of (2.2).
An arc z = [z¿(x)] will be called admissible if the functions z<(x) are of class D' on ab, and satisfy the differential equations
For brevity, the class 77* will be defined as the totality of admissible arcs z satisfying the conditions
where Kti(x) = -Bik(x)T;t\x). Since Kij(x) = T¿l(x)Ski(x)T¿l(x), the matrix ||7r,,(x)|| is symmetric and UíKíj(x)u¡^0 for all real sets (w¿);¿(0¡). Suppose the class 77* is non-vacuous, and consider the problem of minimizing the integral (3.8) l The reality of the characteristic values has been proved by the author [9] . The positiveness is a consequence of the above hypotheses and the identity
which is satisfied by the functions z¿(x) of a solution z¿, f<, aK =0 of (3.12) for a corresponding value A. Since A = 0 is not a characteristic value, and the characteristic values are the zeros of a permanently convergent power series (see Bliss [2 ] ), we have at most a denumerable infinity of such values.
The following properties have been proved by Reid Now if rji, fi is a solution of (3.13), the functions r¡i = rji+fi, fi = ñ<+?< and Vi = Vi-fi, Çi=îi -Vi are also solutions of this system. Consequently, if the index of A as a characteristic value of (3.12) is equal to r, there exist r linearly independent solutions ?/,•, fi of (3.13) such that for each of these solutions we have either ??i = f¿ or 77,-= -J*<. Now if r¡i, f< = i7i is a characteristic solution of (3.13) we see that y,-= r/t-is a characteristic solution of (2.2) for X = A1/2; simi-larly, if r¡i, f,= -tu is a characteristic solution of (3.13), we have that yi = r\i is a solution of (2.2) for X= -A1/2. Hence the sum of the indices of A1/2 and -A1'2 as characteristic values of (2.2) is not less than the index of A as a characteristic value of (3.12). Now if X^O is a characteristic value of (2.2) and y< is a corresponding characteristic solution, then z¿ = (l/X)F,ty/, f, = y,-is a solution of (3.12) for A =X2. The orthogonality of the functions z,(x) to the sets «¡,(x),(k = 1, • • • , p), is a consequence of (2.7). In view of Lemma 3.1 we have, therefore, that all the characteristic values of (2.2) are real. In view of (2.7) the set of characteristic solutions of (2.2) corresponding to the values A1'2 and -A1'2, where A is a given positive value, are linearly independent. Hence the index of A as a characteristic value of (3.12) is not less than the sum of the indices of A1'2 and -A1/2 as characteristic values of (2.2). We have, therefore, the following theorem :
Theorem 3.4. The characteristic values of (2.2) are all real and at most denumerably infinite in number. If A is a characteristic value of (3.12), either A1'2 or -A1/2 is a characteristic value of (2.2). Conversely , if\ is a characteristic value of (2.2), then A=X2 is a characteristic value of (3.12) whose index is equal to the sum of the indices of\ and -X as characteristic values of (2.2). [3] ) that the hypotheses of §2 do not imply the existence of infinitely many characteristic values of (2.2). In this section we shall give certain sets of conditions that insure this property. In view of Theorem 3.4 we may assume without loss of generality that X = 0 is not a characteristic value of (2.2), and the sets «<"(« = 1, • • • , p), are missing. If this condition is not true for the original problem it may be attained by a linear change of parameter. We shall make this assumption in the future consideration of this problem. The following general theorem follows from Theorem 3.4 and the extremizing properties of the characteristic values of (3.12) (see, for example, Reid [9] and [11] ). The following hypothesis is a weakened form of a condition used by Bliss in originally defining definitely self-adjoint systems. Hypothesis (H6) is weaker than the condition originally used by Bliss [2 ] in defining definitely self-adjoint systems since the extra condition s{[y] =0 has been added. The result of Theorem 4.2 is of a somewhat less general character than that originally obtained by Bliss [2] , however, since we have assumed (H5). has at some point x0 of ab a rank greater than m, the system (2.2) has infinitely many characteristic values.
Sufficient conditions for the existence of infinitely many characteristic values. One may show by simple examples (see Bliss
If the functions Ba are of class C1, the functions 7ria(x) may also be chosen to be of class C1, and we shall suppose that these functions are so selected. Now a set z» satisfies Let fa=fay(x), (y = l, ■ • • , m) be a fundamental set of solutions of (4.6) on axbi. Suppose that gf(x) is a set of functions such that g* = 0 for j^jh, and the set g* is linearly independent of the m sets of functions g,h = Ehßfßy on axbx. It follows that if z¿ = wt is the solution of
then Wi is not of the form Tj(Kjafa on a^i, and hence f*WiK~ijWjdx>0. Now one may choose an infinity of sets g%(x), (s=\, ■ ■ ■), such that if r is a given integer and (dt)^(0¡) (t = \, ■ ■ ■ ,r), then the set g* = gft(x)d¡ satisfies the conditions described above for the set gf. If Zi = wis are the corresponding solutions of (4.8), we have that the set wis, (s = 1, • • • ), satisfies the conditions of Theorem 4.1, and hence (2.2) has infinitely many characteristic values. We have, in particular, the following result:
Corollary.
Suppose that (2.2) satisfies (Hx)-(H6), the functions Bi, are of class C1 on ab, and m<n -m. Then this system has infinitely many characteristic values.
To establish this corollary, one need only note that the rank of (4.3) is not less than the greater of the two values m and n -m. We may, therefore, assume without loss of generality that X = 0 is not a characteristic value, and for simplicity we shall make this assumption.
If we assume in addition that ||©n-|| has constant rank N -q, (0^q<N), on ab, this system is equivalent to a boundary problem associated with the second variation of a problem of Bolza in the calculus of variations which is normal and non-singular, but which does not necessarily satisfy the Clebsch condition. If K^", = b"T, we have the problem which Hu [5] considered, and for which he proved the existence of infinitely many characteristic values. His method of proof is closely related to that previously used by Bliss [2 ] in treating definitely self-adjoint problems. In the following, we shall not assume that 11 ß«] I has constant rank N -q, but simply that all the 'Bar are not identically zero on ab.
The system adjoint to (5.1), (5.2) is N, and the integral of (3.7) reduces to (5.6) I v.IÇj,tVt dx.
Let aibi be a subinterval of ab on which all the <B"T are not identically zero, and hyuT=uT" (v = l, ■ ■ ■ , N+Í), sets of functions of class C1 on axbx, with Mr"(ai)=0=ttT"(oi),and such that theiV+1 sets ur,<BT"(v = i, • • -,N+\), are linearly independent on this interval. Let vT =vTy(x) be the solution of (5.5) for uT = uTy, and satisfying the initial condition vTy(ax)=0. Clearly the sets vr=vTy(x), (v = \, ■ • • , ^+1), are linearly independent on axbx. Now define vT = vri(x)di+ ■ ■ ■ +vTN+i(x)dN+i, where the constants dt, (t = l, ■ ■ • , A^-fT), are not all zero and such that vT(bt) =0. If the functions uT, vT thus defined on axbx are extended to the whole of ab by defining them as zero on the remainder of ab, then (z.) = (uT, vT) is an admissible arc for the above defined problem, and the corresponding integral (5.6) is positive. Now let A" (s = 1, 2, • • ■ ), be a denumerable set of non-overlapping subintervals of aibi, and relative to A, define a set of functions (z<) = (wis) = (urs, vT,) in the manner described above. This set (wis) is seen to satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4.1; hence the system (5.1) has a denumerable infinity of characteristic values.
6. Oscillation and comparison theorems. The following comparison theorem is a consequence of Theorem 5.5 of Reid [11] . We shall say that a point x' on a <x' = b is a conjugate point of x = a relative to the differential equations (6.3) "GM = \Bij(x)yj for a value X, if, using the definition of Reid [ll] , §6, the point x' is a conjugate point of x = a relative to the differential equations of (3.12) for the value A=X2. It is to be remarked that the hypotheses of §2 do not in general imply that the order of abnormality of the differential equations of (3.12) on subintervals ab' is constant for a<b' 5¡Z>. Hence, as pointed out in Reid [11 ] , in order to obtain the usual oscillation theorem it is necessary to use the extended definition of conjugate point there introduced. As a result of Theorem 3.4 above, and the oscillation and comparison theorems for the system (3.12) (see Reid [11] , § §5, 6, and 7), we have the following result:
Theorem 6.2. Suppose that the system (6.1) satisfies hypotheses (Hi)-(H6) and that X = 0 ¿s not a characteristic value of this problem. Then for arbitrary values X^O there are on the interval a<x<b at least V¡\¡ -n and at most V^x\ conjugate points of x = a relative to (6.3) for the given X.
In case the following additional assumption is satisfied, the conjugate points are given by the zeros of a certain determinant. The statement (H7) is the phrasing in terms of the system (6.3) of the condition that the differential equations of (3.12) are normal on every subinterval ab'. In this case the conjugate points of x = a relative to has on a<x<b at least V\\\-n and at most V\\\ zeros, each zero counted a number of times equal to its index for the system of linear homogeneous equations whose coefficients are the rows of the determinant (6.4). is a linearly independent set of solutions of the differential equations of (3.12) for A = X2 such that Zi,(a)=0, (¿,/ = 1, • • • , m).
